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Geopolitics of fossil oil supplyGeopolitics of fossil oil supply

North America North America ++ Europe Europe + + Pacific Asia:Pacific Asia:
have  less than have  less than 10%10% of world’s reserves of world’s reserves 

-- account for only account for only 13.5 %13.5 % of demandof demand

Middle East + former Soviet UnionMiddle East + former Soviet Union
havehave 81.3 %81.3 % of world’s cheap oil reserves of world’s cheap oil reserves 

-- yet account for yet account for 78.6 %78.6 % of consumptionof consumption
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Geopolitics of fossil oil supply Geopolitics of fossil oil supply --22
OPEC (Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries) holds OPEC (Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries) holds 
75,7 %75,7 % of estimated cheap oil reservesof estimated cheap oil reserves

88 %88 % transported through Strait of Hormuz, transported through Strait of Hormuz, 
Strait of Malacca, Suez Canal, Strait of Malacca, Suez Canal, BabBab elel--Mandeb,… Mandeb,… 

In addition, In addition, 
sensitive sensitive 
bottlenecks: bottlenecks: 

Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, 
Nigeria, Venezuela, .. Nigeria, Venezuela, .. 

–– mostly countries ofmostly countries of high political risk ratinghigh political risk rating

PProduction in non-OPEC countries has already peaked                               
(remaining reserves require too high production costs)
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Crude oil pricesCrude oil prices

Currently grown beyond levels Currently grown beyond levels 
considered considered 10 years ago10 years ago
“absolutely not acceptable”“absolutely not acceptable”
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Renewable energy sourcesRenewable energy sources

•• Cannot secure full 100 % replacement of Cannot secure full 100 % replacement of 
the present 16 TW oil consumptionthe present 16 TW oil consumption

Presently:Presently: wind turbines, wind turbines, photovoltaicsphotovoltaics,, biogas biogas 
from higher plantsfrom higher plants, , tides, tides, seawavesseawaves......

Nuclear:Nuclear: also needs storage.also needs storage.

•• No suitable storage method is knownNo suitable storage method is known

•• RE  is notRE  is not available when neededavailable when needed
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F)  F)  BiofuelsBiofuels from algaefrom algae

1.  Solution: 1.  Solution: photosynthesisphotosynthesis

2.  Promise of unicellular plants2.  Promise of unicellular plants

3. Necessity of providing CO3. Necessity of providing CO2 2 by microbubblesby microbubbles

4.  Synthetic biology: creating mutants4.  Synthetic biology: creating mutants
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Solution: ALGAE as fuel sourceSolution: ALGAE as fuel source
Microalgae (unicellular): more 
efficient than higher plants           
— proven to produce e.g., up to 
100 times 
the oil yield of soybeans per acre

MicroalgaeMicroalgae (unicellular): more (unicellular): more 
efficient than higher plants           efficient than higher plants           
—— proven tproven too produce produce e.g.,e.g., up to up to 
100 times 100 times 
the oil yield of soybeansthe oil yield of soybeans per acreper acre

Not unnatural: After all, ancestors of marine microalgae
responsible for the formation of the fossil crude oil 

~300 million years ago

Not unnatural:Not unnatural: After all, ancestors of marine After all, ancestors of marine microalgaemicroalgae
responsible for the formation of the fossil crude oil responsible for the formation of the fossil crude oil 

~300 million years ago~300 million years ago
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MICROALGAE MICROALGAE –– unicellular plantsunicellular plants

Short harvesting cycle … mass doubling time of Short harvesting cycle … mass doubling time of 
the order of hoursthe order of hours
((DunalieaDunaliea salinasalina: 3.5 hours): 3.5 hours)

Can accumulate Can accumulate 
oils and starchoils and starch
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Photosynthesis:   in plants + Photosynthesis:   in plants + cyanobacteriacyanobacteria
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PhotosynthesisPhotosynthesis::
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There is also another problem to solve:There is also another problem to solve:

Global warming:Global warming:
-- the the ““greenhousegreenhouse””
effect, attributable effect, attributable 
to elevated to elevated 
emissions of emissions of COCO22

ProbablyProbably due to human due to human 
activity        activity        
-- carbon fuel combustion       carbon fuel combustion       
-- destruction of rain forestsdestruction of rain forests
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Promoted by Promoted by United NationsUnited Nations inin19971997

Objective: reducing greenhouse gases by 5.2% on the 
basis of the emission in 1990, 
more than 187 countries have ratified, but mostly failed 
to show real reductions

Kyoto ProtocolKyoto Protocol

The non-Economies-in-Transition countries show 
emissions 5% higher than 1990. Emissions in the 
US have increased 16% since 1990.

Crash of the Copenhagen Climate Summit
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COCO22 dissolved in seas:dissolved in seas:
Acid rainsAcid rains
Acid oceanAcid ocean
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product of fossil fuel combustionproduct of fossil fuel combustionproduct of fossil fuel combustion
COCO22 quite probable manquite probable man--mademade

drilling in Greenland ice shows periodic cycles – but current 
trend is steeper
drilling in Greenland ice shows periodic cycles drilling in Greenland ice shows periodic cycles –– but current but current 
trend is steepertrend is steeper
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COCO22 capture by plantscapture by plants in agriculture contributein agriculture contributes bys by only only 
33––6% of fossil fuel emissions6% of fossil fuel emissions

TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGIES proposed for COproposed for CO22 mitigationmitigation
-- in general costly and energyin general costly and energy--consumingconsuming

e.g.,  COe.g.,  CO22 reactreactinging with solid metal oxide in a carbonation reactorwith solid metal oxide in a carbonation reactor ……

Current generation rate: Current generation rate: 12 tons12 tons COCO2 2 per person per yearper person per year
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British CCS projectBritish CCS project
-- storage in storage in undergoundundergound
cavitiescavities

A desperate attempt A desperate attempt ––
at any rate cannot at any rate cannot 

operate for longoperate for long
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SOLUTIONSOLUTION::

Use atmospheric  COUse atmospheric  CO22 to grow ALGAE to grow ALGAE 

-- at the same time producing bioat the same time producing bio--petrol petrol 

and perhaps even solve the problem ofand perhaps even solve the problem of food food 
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ALGAE as the base of nutrition chainALGAE as the base of nutrition chain
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ALGAE as source of FUELALGAE as source of FUEL
News reportNews report
(June 2014):(June 2014):

China China builds builds 
algae bioalgae bio--fuel fuel 
facilityfacility
Jun Ya Yan Technology Jun Ya Yan Technology 
Development CompDevelopment Comp..

Shanghai Shanghai 
investinvestss $40 million (US). $40 million (US). 
To produce To produce biofuelbiofuel in in 
open ponds open ponds 
-- also: also: livestock food, livestock food, 
asas remains after remains after algae algae 
squeezing.squeezing.
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NAABBNAABB
US Department of Energy recently earmarked
multi-billion $  to finance consortium NAABB
(National Alliance for Advanced Biofuels and Bioproducts)

Task: bio-fuel production price decrease 
to a level comparable with standard gasoline.

17 universities
16 industrial enterprises
5 federal laboratories

- headed by LOS ALAMOS Nat. Lab., New Mexico

US Department of Energy recently earmarkedUS Department of Energy recently earmarked
multimulti--billion $  billion $  to to finance consofinance consorrtium NAABBtium NAABB
(National Alliance for Advanced Biofuels and Bioproducts)(National Alliance for Advanced Biofuels and Bioproducts)

Task:Task: biobio--fuel fuel production price decrease production price decrease 
to a level comparable with standard gasoline.to a level comparable with standard gasoline.

17 universities17 universities
16 industrial enterprises16 industrial enterprises
5 federal laboratories5 federal laboratories

-- headed by headed by LOS ALAMOS LOS ALAMOS Nat. Lab., New MexicoNat. Lab., New Mexico
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BRIEF NOTES ON ALGAL  BIOLOGY                BRIEF NOTES ON ALGAL  BIOLOGY                

DunalieaDunaliea

GGreen reen halophillichalophillic alga, alga, 
grows in high salinity grows in high salinity 
environment, unicellular, environment, unicellular, 
biflagellatebiflagellate
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BRIEF NOTES ON ALGAL  BIOLOGY                BRIEF NOTES ON ALGAL  BIOLOGY                

SpirulinaSpirulina
Filamentous : in the Filamentous : in the 
shape of perfect spiralshape of perfect spiral
-- MulticellularMulticellular
arrangement of arrangement of 
cylindrical cellscylindrical cells
up to 1 mm in lengthup to 1 mm in length

LeftLeft--hand chirality hand chirality ! ! 

15 species15 species
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BRIEF NOTES ON ALGAL  BIOLOGY                BRIEF NOTES ON ALGAL  BIOLOGY                

ChlorellaChlorella

The first culture of The first culture of microalgamicroalga
scientifically investigatedscientifically investigated
by microbiologist by microbiologist 
M.W.BeijerinckM.W.Beijerinck in 1890in 1890
-- it was it was Chlorella Chlorella vulgarisvulgaris

Simple, nonSimple, non--motile, unicellular, motile, unicellular, 
aquatic green algaeaquatic green algae

Size: between 5 Size: between 5 μμm and 10 m and 10 μμm,  m,  
mostly of spherical shapemostly of spherical shape

thick cell wall: 100thick cell wall: 100-- 200 nm ... 200 nm ... 
mechanical and chemical mechanical and chemical 
protection,protection,

10 10 ––20 distinguishable 20 distinguishable 
speciesspecies
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SYNTHETIC BIOLOGYSYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

Bacteria manipulated into Bacteria manipulated into mutantsmutants
for performing photosynthesisfor performing photosynthesis
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EVEN DEEPER INROAD INTO LIFE ON EARTHEVEN DEEPER INROAD INTO LIFE ON EARTH

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGYSYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

Genetic manipulationGenetic manipulation
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MUTANTcreatorsMUTANTcreators
justify itjustify it
by the ideaby the idea

Grave of  Grave of  
Karl Marx Karl Marx 

-- Hampstead,  Hampstead,  
LondonLondon
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EVEN DEEPER INROAD INTO LIFE ON EARTHEVEN DEEPER INROAD INTO LIFE ON EARTH

Pig with enzymes transferred Pig with enzymes transferred 
from fungifrom fungi
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SYNTHETIC BIOLOGYSYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

Bacteria Bacteria Escherichia coliEscherichia coli
are manipulated to are manipulated to 
excrete diesel fuelexcrete diesel fuel
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SYNTHETIC BIOLOGYSYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

Industrial-scale facility             
Las Cruces, New Mexico
IndustrialIndustrial--scale facility             scale facility             
Las Cruces, New MexicoLas Cruces, New Mexico

GM organisms 
must be 
kept 
enclosed

GM organisms GM organisms 
must be must be 
kept kept 
enclosedenclosed

Opportunity for fluidic microbubble generators !Opportunity for fluidic microbubble generators !

GM algae GM algae GM algae 
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CONCLUSION: CONCLUSION: 

Efficient and inexpensive Efficient and inexpensive 
generation of COgeneration of CO22
microbubbles microbubbles 
may actually play a nonmay actually play a non--
negligible role in the future negligible role in the future 
of our civilisation       of our civilisation       

(with only (with only a smalla small
exaggeration)exaggeration)


